Bell Helmet Parts and Accessories

Bell Helmet Rear Spoiler V06 for helmets with smooth shells. Part No. BE204-Clear

Bell Helmet Rear Spoiler V09 for helmets with rear vents. Part No. BE205-Clear

Helmet Rear Spoilers make your helmet less prone to aerodynamic lift. They are especially effective in open cars with a cowling behind the driver’s head. Clear spoilers mount to any Bell helmet using double-sided tape (provided).

Rear Spoiler, Clear, V06 for helmets without vents... Part No. BE204-Clear... $79.95
Rear Spoiler, Clear, V09 for helmets with rear vents... Part No. BE205-Clear... $79.95

Left: Helmet Top Wicker Part No. BE207-Large
Right: Chin Bar Gurney Flap Part No. BE207-Large

Helmet Top Wickers and Chin Bar Gurney Flaps combat helmet lift and buffeting. Clear plastic mounts to your helmet using double-sided tape (provided).

Helmet Top Wicker separates airflow from the top of the helmet to fight buffeting. This is especially recommended for open vehicles with no rear cowling, such as Prod cars, sprint cars, and karts. Top Wicker is not for use with the Rear Spoilers shown above.

Top Wicker, Clear... Part No. BE208-Large... $29.95
Mounts to top of helmet to combat buffeting. Can be adapted to most helmets.

Chin Bar Gurney mounts to the chin bar to provide downforce on the front of the helmet. Designed to fit Bell GP3 / K1 Pro / M8 (SA2015) and Star GP / GP2 (SAH2010) helmets.

Chin Bar Gurney Flap, Clear, V10... Part No. BE207-Large... $29.95
Fits Bell SA2010 Star GP and GP2, SA2015 GP3, K1 Pro, and M8 only.
Chin Bar Gurney Flap, Clear, HP7 (not shown)... Part No. BE223-Large... $39.95
Fits SA2010 and SA2015 HP7 and R7 models only.

Arai PED Kit for Full-Face Helmets

Arai PED Kit

Arai PED Kit for Full-Face Helmets improve the aerodynamic stability of your Arai full-face helmet with the Performance Enhancing Device kit from Arai. The kit includes a front spoiler (to mount just below the chin bar vent inlet) and a rear spoiler (to mount at the top rear of the helmet) to combat buffeting and lift at high speeds. Clear plastic lets your custom paint show through. Two-sided tape is pre-applied for easy mounting. Fits Arai GP-SW, GP-6, and SK-6 helmets.

Arai PED Kit... Part No. AR-PED KIT... $85.49

Helmet Refresh Spray

Helmet Refresh Spray, handy 4 oz. spray bottle... Part No. MOL-140-4 oz... $6.99

Keep your helmet smelling like new with Helmet Refresh. Just spray the inside of your helmet after use and let it air dry. Helmet Fresh fights bacteria and mildew - the source of odors - leaving a fresh, clean smell. One 4 ounce bottle will last all season.

Helmet Refresh, handy 4 oz. spray bottle... Part No. MOL-140-4 oz... $6.99

Bell Visor Hardware and Accessories

Bell Hex Wrench for Shield Pivots... Part No. 225... $12.95
Bell SRV1 (SA10/SA15) Spare Parts Kit... Part No. 2239-007-Color... $17.95
For Bell helmets with SRV287 shields only. Specify Black, Blue, Red, or Silver.
Bell SRV2 (SA10/SA15) Spare Parts Kit... Part No. 2239-008-Color... $17.95
For Bell helmets with SRV287 shields. Black, Blue, Red, or Silver.
Bell SV SE03/05 (SA10/SA15) Spare Parts Kit... Part No. 2239-011-Color... $19.95
For Bell helmets with SE03 or SE05 shields. Available in Black, Blue, Red, or Silver.
Bell SV SE07 (SA10/SA15) Spare Parts Kit... Part No. 2239-012-Color... $19.95
For Bell helmets with SE07 shields. Available in Black, Blue, Red, or Silver.
Bell Visor Strips, Black, pkg of 2... Part No. 228... $12.95
Peak Visor for Sport Mag (SA10/SA15), Black... Part No. 2239-009... $49.95
Peak Visor for GTS (SA10/SA15), Black or White... Part No. 2239-010... $49.95
Bell BR.1 (SA2010/SA2015) Vent Plates and Intake Port Plates

BR1 Chin Bar Vent Plate Kit... Part No. BE211-Color... $39.95
BR1 Chin Bar Forced Air Port Plate Kit... Part No. BE214... $39.95
BR1 Chin Bar Block-Off Plate Kit... Part No. BE209-Color... $39.95
BR1 Top Forced Air Port Kit... Part No. BE213-Color... $39.95
BR1 Top Vent Outlet Plate Kit... Part No. BE212-Color... $39.95
Screw Kit only for any BR1 Plate above... Part No. BE216-Color... $9.95
The above plates and screws are available in White or Matte Black.

Bell Forced Air Hose Inlet Adapter, Straight... Part No. BE219-Straight... $9.95
Bell Forced Air Hose Inlet Adapter, 90 Degree... Part No. BE219-94... $12.95
These adapters connect your 1 1/2” blow hose to the small 1” inlet nozzle on certain SA2010 and SA2015 Bell forced air helmets.

BR1 Chin Bar Forced Air Kit, Large Nozzle, White... Part No. BE220... $39.95
BR1 Chin Bar Forced Air Kit, Large Nozzle, Black... Part No. BE222... $39.95
These forced air kits have the more common 1 1/2” nozzle and do not require an adapter.

Chop Kick Pad Inserts

Chop Kick Pad Insert Kit, set of 2, specify size... Part No. BE203-Size... $9.95

Chop Kick Pad Inserts Four different thicknesses are available to tighten the helmet fit. Choose 5mm (slightly tighter), 10mm, 15mm, or 20mm (much tighter). Fits Bell SA2010/SA2015 helmets only. Kits include 2 inserts of the same size (one set covers one helmet).

Shock Doctor Eject Helmet Removal System

The Shock Doctor Eject Helmet Removal System allows safety workers or EMTs to remove your helmet while keeping your spine immobilized. Inflating a small bag inside the helmet safely pushes your helmet off, reducing the risk of post-crash injuries. The bag weighs about one ounce and will not affect the fit of your helmet. You won't even know it’s there.

Shock Doctor Eject Helmet Removal Device, no inflator... Part No. SD-300... $49.99
Shock Doctor Eject Inflator Bulb Only (not shown)... Part No. SD-303... $39.99

Helmet Bags

The Bell HANS® Pro Helmet Bag is big enough to hold your helmet, HANS® device, and more. Two zippered external pockets hold small items. A mesh pocket on the outside can hold small items. Includes a removable interior divider. Measures a generous 13” W x 14” H x 22” L. Black with red trim and quilt stitching.

Bell HANS® Pro Helmet Bag... Part No. 2148-006... $59.95

The Bell Victory Helmet Bag matches the styling of the Bell HANS® Pro Bag, but the lightly padded, ventilated interior is sized to fit just your helmet. A single zippered outer pocket on one side can hold small items. Dual top carrying handles. Black with grey Bell logos, red zipper trim, and red quilt stitching.

Bell Victory Helmet Bag... Part No. 2148-007... $49.95

The Bell Vented Helmet Bag is lined with a soft fleece material to protect your helmet, and shield. A small vent allows the bag to breathe. Dual top handles for easy carrying. Black with red trip and silk-screened Bell logo.

Bell Vented Helmet Bag... Part No. 2132-001... $29.95

The Bell Drawstring Helmet Bag is the same lightweight bag included with many Bell helmets. Protects your expensive custom paint job against minor scratches. May not fit helmets with large spoilers or forced air ports. Black knit cloth with white Bell logo.

Bell Drawstring Helmet Bag... Part No. 2143... $12.95

The RaceQuip Helmet Bag is lined with fleece to protect your helmet and shield. One exterior pocket can hold earplugs or hardware. The dual carrying handles wrap all the way to the bottom for extra strength. Black with red and white RaceQuip logo.

RaceQuip Helmet Bag... Part No. RQP300003... $19.95

Helmet Hooks

The compact OMP HANS® Helmet Bag has a padded, ventilated interior to protect your helmet and HANS® device. A lightly padded zippered pouch inside holds a spare shield. Includes a removable shoulder strap with metal hardware. Measures 18.5” L x 11.4” W x 13” D. Black with yellow piping and grey OMP “Style” logo.

OMP HANS Helmet Bag... Part No. OMP-ORA2927... $89.00

Prices shown are current as of “April 21, 2020”.